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Wheatley and National 
Rankings

What do they Mean? How much do they Matter? 
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Ranking Metrics

Comparable Measures (Apples to Apples)

 One can rank using only state metrics (apples to apples):
 Common State examinations

 Graduation rates

 Diploma categories (e.g., Advanced Designation)

 One can rank using only national metrics (apples to 
apples):
 SAT/ACT scores

 AP participation and passing rates
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Wheatley / EWSD in NYS

 2015 Graduation / Advanced Designation Rates
 NYS: 78% / 32%

 Nassau County: 90% / 56%

 Wheatley: 99%  /  86% [2nd highest in Nassau]

 Wheatley’s 2016 SAT scores were among the highest in 
Long Island

 2016 Grade 3-8 Scores
 EWSD Ranked #1 for Nassau County in ELA scores

 EWSD Ranked #2 for Nassau County in Math scores
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National Rankings Metrics

Not-so-Comparable Measures (Apples to Oranges)

 Some rely heavily on parent or student surveys, not 
taking into consideration the number of  responses

 Some rely exclusively on unverified school-provided data

 Some take unverified or erroneous external data (e.g., 
US News, 2015; see https://goo.gl/wnXSgu)

 Some rankings do not recognize different school 
configurations (e.g., Newsweek, 2016; see 
https://goo.gl/INDM58 )
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Wheatley’s National Rank

 Wheatley is usually in the top 1% of  the rankings

National Ranking %

US News & World Report Top 0.79%

Challenge Index (Jay Matthews) Top 0.63%

Newsweek Not ranked

Niche.com Top 0.25%
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Changing Rankings
 From one year to the next, an improved index value 

does not necessarily result in an improved ranking

 These are recent Challenge Index Rankings
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Wheatley Jericho Manhasset

Rank Index Rank Index Rank Index

2011 95 4.478 76 4.794 96 4.462

2016 170 5.256 150 5.585 139 5.750
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Ranking Fluctuations

7

 From 2011 to 2016, each district saw an increase in 
its Challenge Index value but a decrease in its 
National Ranking
 Wheatley: 17.4% increase / 75 place drop

 Jericho: 16.5% increase / 74 place drop

 Manhasset: 28.9% increase / 43 place drop

 Even as the absolute ranking number changes, 
Wheatley has maintained its position in the top 1% 
of  all high schools

 Some schools learn what steps to take to improve 
their rankings and aggressively pursue these steps, 
crowding upper level of  these rankings

Performance and Ranking
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How come a school’s performance can improve 
significantly but its national ranking decrease?

 Some schools learn what steps to take to improve 
their rankings and aggressively pursue these steps

 Others, whose performance has improved through 
holistic growth, get crowded out of  the upper level of  
these rankings
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Aggressively Improving 
Wheatley’s Rank
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What Strategies?

What would we need to do if  we made our 
primary focus getting the highest possible 
ranking number?

1. Reduce our Dual Enrollment Classes

2. Make AP the Only Track

3. Reduce Elective Programming
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Challenge Index Ranking

Baseline Ranking

 In June 2015, 841 AP examinations were 
administered. The Class of  2015 numbered 160. 
 As a result, Wheatley had a Challenge Index of  5.256, 

producing a national ranking of  170

 The key to improving the Challenge Index Ranking 
would be to get more students to take more AP 
courses and examinations
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Step #1
Rethink our Dual Enrollment Program
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Dual Enrollment Trends
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Students take Wheatley 
classes aligned with college 
courses, permitting them to 
earn college credit. 

Includes partnerships with 
SUPA, Adelphi, Stony 
Brook, St. John’s, Molloy, 
Farmingdale, RTI

Eliminate SUPA Classes

 Our Syracuse University Project Achieve (SUPA) 
program has served students well, providing them 
with Syracuse University credit while a senior at 
Wheatley

 In 2014-15, 34 students were enrolled in SUPA 
English. (Our SUPA Forensics course did not run in 
2014-15.)

 These 34 students would most likely be steered 
towards our AP English Literature class

 34 more exams added to the total
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Eliminate College Regional 
Studies Class

 Our College Regional Studies course provides seniors 
with an opportunity to fulfill NYS Social Studies 
requirements while earning Stony Brook credit — all 
while learning about the political, economic and 
cultural history of  Long Island and our region

 In 2014-15, 37 students were enrolled in College 
Regional Studies

 Most of  these students could be directed to one of  
our AP Social Studies classes

 Approximately 32 more exams added to the total
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Step #2
Make AP the Only Track
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Make AP World Mandatory

 In a neighboring district, all 9th graders are enrolled 
in a 2-year AP World course—regardless of  student 
interest, schedule or other commitments. Most 
students take the AP World Exam as part of  this 
course.

 In 2014-15, 70 Wheatley 10th graders were enrolled 
in the non-AP World course

 If  forced into the 2-year AP World course, and 
required to take the exam, 70 more exams added to 
the total.
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Make AP English Mandatory

 In a different Nassau district, all 11th graders take 
the equivalent of  AP English, taking the exam at the 
end of  the course

 In 2014-15, 71 Wheatley juniors were enrolled in the 
English 11R or English SWS (some SWS students 
take AP English)

 If  required to take AP English 11, approximately 65
more exams added to the total
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Step #3
Reduce Elective Offerings
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Remove PLTW

 In 2014-15, we offered our first year of  our Project 
Lead the Way (PLTW) Engineering sequence

 Students take a PLTW course in 9th, 10th, 11th and 
12th grades

 By committing to PLTW, students “miss” an 
opportunity to take additional AP courses

 Although this did not impact Wheatley in 2015, it 
would play a role in rankings moving forward (60 
students were enrolled in the advanced PLTW 
courses last year)
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Imagining a New Ranking

 Recall: In June 2015, 841 AP examinations were 
administered. The Class of  2015 numbered 160. 
 As a result, Wheatley had a Challenge Index of  5.256, 

producing a national ranking of  170

 To determine a new ranking, take 841 and add:
 34 SUPA students

 32 Regional Studies students

 70 AP World students

 65 AP English 11 students

 This results in a ”new” value of  1,042
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Imagining a New Ranking

 With these changes, in June 2015, 1,042 AP 
examinations could have been administered. The 
Class of  2015 remained at a number of  160.

 This would have improved Wheatley’s Challenge 
Index value to 6.5125
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What is “Gained?”

 This would have improved our national ranking to 
#94 — moving us from the top 0.63% of  schools to 
the top 0.35% of  schools
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What is “Lost?”

24

 Students lose the opportunity to direct their 
learning…to choose their classes and focus on their 
interests

 Students are offered a narrower educational 
experience

 AP at all cost distorts the value of  the program and 
reduces incentives to pass the exam
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What is Missed in Rankings?

25

 Intangibles that are important to our community but 
difficult to measure are not included within these 
rankings
 Personal attention students received

 Wide array of  educational and enrichment activities 
provided to all students

 Student opportunities to participate in clubs, athletics 
and arts programs

Final Thoughts
Should we “Chase the Rankings?”
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Serving our Community

 Courses and programs such as SUPA English, 
PLTW and SWS deliver excellent experiences and 
rich opportunities to a wide variety of  students

 Eliminating these programs might nominally help 
our rankings but would not serve our students or 
community

 AP Courses are wonderful options for many of  our 
students, but there is more to an education than 
simply taking all APs
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Ranking System Values

 These ranking systems are economically driven; they 
bring in a lot of  money to the sponsoring organization

 Each index is a statement of  its own values—not 
necessarily the values of  the community
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The Challenge at Hand

 The perception of  the importance of  these external 
rankings can impact an outsider’s view of  a 
community’s schools

 How can we maintain and communicate all of  the 
wonderful aspects that distinguish the East Williston 
Schools as we presently choose to not aggressively 
pursue rankings?
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Reflection

External Perception v. Student Experience

 The steps outlined to aggressively improve our 
rankings may create a more favorable external view 
of  our schools, but they can detract from our mission 
to provide a broad student-centered educational 
experience

 College Admission Offices pay no heed to these 
rankings…should we?
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